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Tbe analysis of many randomised algoritbms involves random variables tbat are not independent, and bence 
many of tbe standard tools from classical prob ability tbeory tbat would be useful in tbe analysis, such as the 
Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds are rendered inapplicable. However, in many instances, the random variables involved 
are, nevertheless negatively related in tbe intuitive sense that when one of the variables is "Iarge" , anotber is likely 
to be "smalI" . (tbis not ion is made precise and analysed in [1].) In such situations, one is tempted to conjecture 
that these variables are in some sense stochastically dominated by a set of independent random variables with 
tbe same marginals. Thereby, one hopes to salvage tools sucb as the Chernoff-Hoeffding bound also for analysis 
involving tbe dependent set of variables. Tbe analysis in [6 , 7, 8] seems to strongly bint in tbis direction. In this 
note, we explode mytbs of this kind, and argue tbat stocbastic majorisation in conjunction with an independent 
set of variables is actually much less useful a notion tban it migbt bave appeared. 

2 Stochastic Majorisation 

To quote Marsball and Olkin, [5]: 

The not ion of stochastic ordering for random variables is a familiar and useful concept. In spite of 
this, references to even the basic results are not easy to find . 

In tbis section, we collect togetber some relevant facts from the tbeory of stocbastic majorisation. 

Definition 1 The random variable X is said to be stochastically majorised by the random variable Y, X ~st 
Y if for all t E R, 

Pr[X ~ t] ~ Pr[Y ~ t] . 

·Supported by the ESPRIT Basic Research Actions Progra.m of the EC under contract No. 7141 (project ALCOM II) . 
tWork done while the author was visiting the Max-Planck-Institut für Informatik 
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To see how this ordering can be extended to random vectors, the following equivalences are useful: 

Proposition 2 The fo//owing conditions are equivalent: 

1. X ~st Y. 

2. E[4>(X)] ~ E[4>(Y)] for a/l non-decreasing functions for which the expectations exist. 

3. 4>(X) ~st 4>(Y) for a// non-decreasing functions 4>. 

4. Pr[X E A] ~ Pr[Y E A] for a// sets A with non-decreasing indicator functions , (in other words, for an 
interval A which is semi-injinite to the right). 

For a fixed n > 0, regard Rn as aposet with the component-wise ordering. The extensions to random variables 
in Rn i.e. to real vectors is the following 

Proposition 3 Let X := (Xl>"" X n ) and Y .- (Yl>"', Yn ) two random vectors. Consider the fo//owing 
conditions: 

Pr[X1 ::: tl, ... , X n ::: t n ] ~ Pr[Yl ::: tl, ... , Yn ::: t n ] 

i.e. Pr[X E A] ~ Pr[Y E A] for every principal ideal A E Rn. 

2. E[4>(X1,···, Xn )] ~ E[4>(Y1,' .. , Yn )], for a// order-preserving functions 4> : Rn - R for which the expecta
tions exist. 

3. 4>(X1,···, X n ) ~st 4>(Y1 , ... , Yn ), for a// order-preserving functions 4> : Rn - R. 

4. Pr[X E A] ~ Pr[Y E A] for a// measurable sets A ~ Rn with non-decreasing indicator functions, i.e. ideals 
A~ Rn. 

Then conditions (2),(3) and (4) are a// equivalent and imply condition (1). 

The equivalence of the conditions (2)-(4) of Proposition 3, motivates the following definition. 

Definition 4 A random vector X is said to be stochastically majorised by a random vector Y, X ~st Y, if 
E[4>(X)] ~ E[4>(Y)] for a// order-preserving functions 4> : Rn - R, for which the expectations exist. 

3 Exploding some Myths: Counterexamples 

As stated before, it is intuitively appealing and tempting to conjecture that whenever random variables are 
negatively associated, i. e. when increasing one of them tends to decrease one of the others, that a set of in
dependent variables with the same marginal distribution will stochastically dominate these variables. In what 
folIows, we give counterexamples to this and some other intuitively appealing statements and show that stochastic 
majorisation by an independent set of variables is a really elusive condition to obtain. 
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3.1 Some Counter-examples 

EXAMPLE 1: Consider the joint distribution on two binary valued variables, Xl ,X2 with 

1 
Pr[Xl = 0,X2 = 1] = 2 = Pr[Xl = I,X2 = 0]. 

The marginals are for i = 1, 2, 
1 

Pr[Xi = 0] = 2 = Pr[Xi = 1]. 

Now, for independent variables Yl , Y2 with these marginals, 

whereas 
Pr[Xl + X 2 ? 1] = I! 

So X ~st Y. This happens even though the variables Xl, X 2 are very strongly negatively associated, in the sense 
of(I]. 

EXAMPLE 2: Consider the experiment where n > ° balls are thrown uniformly and independently at random 
into m > ° bins. For i E [n], let Yi = 1 if the ith bin is empty and ° otherwise. This is the set of variables 
considered in [6, 7, 8] . This set of variables is also strongly negatively associated, [1] . However, as the following 
calculation with 3 balls and 3 bins shows, the Y; variables are not majorised by independent variables with the 
same marginals. 

• We have Pr[Y = (0,0 , 0)] = 3!/33 = 2/9. 

• For a E {(O, 1, 1), (1, 0, 1), (1,1, On, we have Pr[Y = a] = 1/27. 

• For a E {(I, 0, 0), (0,1,0), (0, 0, In, .we have Pr[Y = a] = (1 - (2/9 + 3/27))/3 = 2/9. 

The marginals are , for i = 1,2, 3, Pr[Y; = 1] = 2/27 +2/9 = 8/27 and Pr[Y; = 0] = 19/27. Now, Pr(Yl + Y2 + Y3 ? 
1] = 1 - Pr(Y = (0,0,0)] = 1 - 2/9 = 7/9, whereas, the similar prob ability for an independent set with the same 
marginals is 1- Pr(Yl = 0]Pr[Y2 = 0]Pr(Y3 = 0] = 1- (19/27)3 ~ .65< 7/9. 

EXAMPLE 3: Consider the same experiment as in Example 2. This time, for i E [n], let Xi denote the number 
of balls in the ith bin. Once again, these variables are strongly negatively associated, [1]. However, stochastic 
majorisation fails, as shown by the following simple argument. Consider the monotone function f(X l ,"" X n ) = 
Xl + ... + X n . Then, Pr[f(X l ,···, X n ) ? n'] = 1 for any n' $ n, whereas for the independent random variables 
Y;'s with the same marginal distributions Pr[J(Xl , ... , X n ) ? n' < 1. Hence, Y"i's do not stochastically majorise 
Xi'S. 

In connection with Examples 2 and 3, it is interesting to note that the Chernoff-Hoeffding bound nevertheless 
holds for sums of the variables involved, so that, for purposes Im stochastic bounds on the sum, we may treat them 
as if they were independent. However, the real reason for the bounds being valid is not stochastic majorisation, 
but negative association as shown in [1]. 

3.2 Useful Criteria? 

A random vector X := (Xl, " ', Xn ) is said to satisfy the negative monotone regression property if: For each 
i E [n], and for each non-decreasing function f : R ..... R, 

E[f(Xi ) I Xl = t l , " ', Xi = ti] 
is non-increasing in (tl, ... ,ti) E Ri. Naively, one might conjecture that if X satisfies negative monotone regres
sion, then it is stochasticalJy dominated by an independent set of variables with the same marginals. However, 
Example 1 from the previous subsection is a simple counter-example. 

The following proposition appears in MarshalI and Olkin, [5] where it is attributed to several authors indepen
dently. 
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Proposition 5 Let X := (Xl,"', X n ) and Y := (Yl ,' .. ,Yn ) be random vectors such that for 1 < j ::; n, all 
t E Rand all u ::; v, u, v E Rj -1 , 

Pr[X l ~ t] ::; PdYl ~ t] 

and 
Pr[Xj ~ t I Xl = Ul," ',Xj - l = Uj-l]::; Pr[Yj ~ tl Yl = VI,"', Yj-l = Vj-l]. 

Then X ::;st Y. 

How useful is this proposition when taken in conjunction with an independent set of variables? Taking Y to 
be an independent set of variables such that the marginal distribution of Yi is identical to that of Xi for each 
i E [n], we get that X ::;st Y iffor 1 < j ::; n, aB t E Rand aB U E Ri -1, 

This destroys any hope of actually being able to use this result in our context! 
Another criterion that is mentioned in [3, 4, 2], is the following relative of the celebrated FKG Inequality. (We 

only give a version valid for discrete variables.) 

Proposition 6 For random vectors X, Y E Rn, we have X ::;st Y if for all a, b E Rn, 

Pr[X = a] . Pr[Y = b] ::; Pr[X = a I\. b]· Pr[Y = a Vb]. 

Taking Y as above to be a vector of independent variables with the same marginals as X, we get the foBowing 
curious criterion on the distribution of X that is sufficient to ensure that X is dominated stochastically by a set 
of independent variables with the same marginals. 

Proposition 7 Let X := (Xl,"', X n ) be a random vector such that the joint distribution satisfies the condition: 
for any a, bE Rn, 

that is, 
A A . II Pr[Xi = ai] 

Pr[ I \ Xi ~ ai I I \ Xi ~ mm(ai, bi)]::; ' Pr[X = b']' 
iE[n] iE[n] Gi>bi' , 

Then X ::;st Y where Y := (Y1 , ..• Yn ) is a set. of independent random variables with Pr[Yi =ai] = Pr[Xi = ad 
for all reals ai and i E [n]. 

We do not know of a single natural distribution where this condition obtains for it to be useful. 

4 Open Questions 

The really interesting problem is finding useful, sufficient conditions for applying Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds[6, 
9]. As shown in [1], negative association is one of them. An interesting open question is if negative monotone 
regression im pli es that the CH-Bounds can be applied. Another interesting quest ion is if negative monotone 
regression condition implies negative association. Of course, a positive answer to the second question will imply 
a positive answer to the first. 
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